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This volume invites to bridge the traditional gap between the author and the
scribes, which means between the "original text" and the “copies” in order deal with
more complex situations, in which the performer, the screenwriter, or the director...
Using Italian Vocabulary provides the student of Italian with an in-depth, structured
approach to the learning of vocabulary. It can be used for intermediate and
advanced undergraduate courses, or as a supplementary manual at all levels including elementary level - to supplement the study of vocabulary. The book is
made up of twenty units covering topics that range from clothing and jewellery, to
politics and environmental issues, with each unit consisting of words and phrases
that have been organized thematically and according to levels so as to facilitate
their acquisition. The book will enable students to acquire a comprehensive control
of both concrete and abstract vocabulary allowing them to carry out essential
communicative and interactional tasks. • A practical topic-based textbook that can
be inserted into all types of course syllabi • Provides exercises and activities for
classroom and self-study • Answers are provided for a number of exercises
In Revolutionary Iran, Michael Axworthy guides us through recent Iranian history
from shortly before the 1979 Islamic revolution through the summer of 2009, when
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Iranians poured into the streets of Tehran by the hundreds of thousands,
demanding free, democratic government. Axworthy explains how that outpouring of
support for an end to tyranny in Iran paused and then moved on to other areas in
the region like Egypt and Libya, leaving Iran's leadership unchanged. The Iranian
Revolution of 1979 was a defining moment of the modern era. Its success
unleashed a wave of Islamist fervor across the Middle East and signaled a sharp
decline in the appeal of Western ideologies in the Islamic world. Axworthy takes
readers through the major periods in Iranian history over the last thirty years: the
overthrow of the old regime and the creation of the new one; the Iran-Iraq war; the
reconstruction era following the war; the reformist wave led by Mohammed
Khatami; and the present day, in which reactionaries have re-established control.
Throughout, he emphasizes that the Iranian revolution was centrally important in
modern history because it provided the world with a clear model of development
that was not rooted in Western ideologies. Whereas the world's major revolutions of
the previous two centuries had been fuelled by Western, secular ideologies, the
Iranian Revolution drew its inspiration from Islam. Revolutionary Iran is both richly
textured and from one of the leading authorities on the region; combining an
expansive scope with the most accessible and definitive account of this epoch in all
its humanity.
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The Life of Vittorio Alfieri
Venice Saved
Giving engagement a chance
The Business Affairs of Mr Julius Caesar
A Novella
Rivisteria
Alfred Kubin (1877-1959) was one of the major graphic artists of the 20th century who was
widely known for his illustrations of writers of the fantastic such as Balzac, E. I. A. Hoffmann,
Gustav Meyrink and Edgar Allan Poe. In his combination of the darkly decadent, the fantastic
and the grotesque, in his evocations of dream and nightmare, his creation of an atmosphere of
mystery and fear he resembles Mervyn Peake. The Other Side tells of a dream kingdom which
becomes a nightmare, of a journey to Pearl, a mysterious city created deep in Asia, which is
also a journey to the depths of the subconscious. Or as Kubin himself called it, 'a sort of
Baedeker for those lands which are half known to us'.
La narrazione nella plurimillenaria cultura iranica ha assunto molteplici forme in prosa e in versi
e, cos come la celebre frecia dell’eroe-arciere iranico rash – che secondo il mito percorreva
uno spazio inusitato volando dai monti Alborz a sud del Mar Caspio fino a Marv in Asia
Centrale – giunge a noi viaggiando miracolosamente oltre ogni confine nello spazio e nel
tempo, perch la parola
“pi veloce nel viaggio della freccia di rash”.
The work of Giorgio Agamben, one of the world’s most important living philosophers, has been
the object of much scrutiny. Yet, there is one dimension of his thought that remains
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unexamined by scholars: the presence of the ancient science of astrology in his writings. This
book, the first of its kind, identifies the astrological elements and explains the implications of
their usage by Agamben. In so doing, this study challenges us to imagine Agamben’s thought
in a radically new light. A critical account of the presence of astrology and related themes in
Agamben’s writings, ranging from the earlier works to the more recent publications, illustrates
that the astrological signature constitutes a mode of philosophical archaeology that allows for
an enhanced understanding of concepts that are central to his works, such as potentiality, the
signature, bare life and biopolitics.
The Iranian National Epic, Or, The Shahnamah
Vita e pensiero
Agamben and the Signature of Astrology
Physiologus
Adjudicating Family Law in Muslim Courts
My Mother-in-Law Drinks

The entertaining companion novel to the best-selling The Sweet
Second Life of Darrell Kincaid. Michelle Lawrence's perfect life has
been just as she's designed it. But then her husband, Chad, ruins
everything by taking a job in San Francisco, about as far from their
comfortable family home as it's possible to get without actually
emigrating. Up until now, Chad's primary focus has been keeping
her happy, and Michelle can see no good reason why this should
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change. But change it has, and Michelle now has to deal with Chad's
increasing detachment, while building a new life with her two small
children in a place filled with cat-eating coyotes. On top of that,
Michelle's oldest friend is turning against marriage while her
newest is a little too obsessed with clean taps. And down the
redwood-lined street, there's Aishe Herne, a woman who could pick
a fight with a silent order of nuns. Aishe has designed her own kind
of perfect life, in which there's room for her, her teenage son and
no one else. But when cousin Patrick lands in town like a Cockney
nemesis, both Aishe and Michelle must begin determined
campaigns to regain their grip on the steering wheel of their lives.
The Catherine Robertson Trilogy Book 1: The Sweet Second Life of
Darrell Kincaid Book 2: The Not So Perfect Life of Mo Lawrence Book
3: The Misplaced Affections of Charlotte Forbes
The former leader of Panama presents his own perspective on his
life, U.S. aggression, and allegations that he was a drug dealer and
murderer
While there are many books on Islamic family law, the literature on
its enforcement is scarce. This book focuses on how Islamic family
law is interpreted and applied by judges in a range of Muslim
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countries – Sunni and Shi'a, as well as Arab and non-Arab. It
thereby aids the understanding of shari'a law in practice in a
number of different cultural and political settings. It shows how the
existence of differing views of what shari'a is, as well as the
presence of a vast body of legal material which judges can refer to,
make it possible for courts to interpret Islamic law in creative and
innovative ways.
The Memoirs of Manuel Noriega
A Portrait of Self and Others
A Sentimental Guide to Venice
Post-Vote Iran
The Araki Effect
Spheres of Potentiality

In this book Umberto Eco argues that translation is not about comparing two
languages, but about the interpretation of a text in two different languages, thus
involving a shift between cultures. An author whose works have appeared in many
languages, Eco is also the translator of Gérard de Nerval's Sylvie and Raymond
Queneau's Exercices de style from French into Italian. In Experiences in
Translation he draws on his substantial practical experience to identify and discuss
some central problems of translation. As he convincingly demonstrates, a
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translation can express an evident deep sense of a text even when violating both
lexical and referential faithfulness. Depicting translation as a semiotic task, he uses a
wide range of source materials as illustration: the translations of his own and other
novels, translations of the dialogue of American films into Italian, and various
versions of the Bible. In the second part of his study he deals with translation
theories proposed by Jakobson, Steiner, Peirce, and others. Overall, Eco identifies
the different types of interpretive acts that count as translation. An enticing new
typology emerges, based on his insistence on a common-sense approach and the
necessity of taking a critical stance.
La presidenza di Joe Biden, dopo gli anni di “massima pressione”
dell’amministrazione Trump, sembra promettere un nuovo inizio nella
quarantennale partita tra gli Stati Uniti e l’Iran, con un ritorno di Washington
all’accordo sul nucleare e alla possibilità di ritrovare un clima di dialogo e
reciproca fiducia. Ma il diverso approccio della Casa Bianca non rimuove dal tavolo
i problemi di sempre, e resta negli Usa e tra i loro alleati la volontà di
ridimensionare l’influenza nella regione e le strategie di difesa di Teheran che tanto
allarmano i suoi vicini. Nel frattempo, gli equilibri politici interni all’Iran sono
cambiati, la linea dura ha preso più piede e il Paese rafforza la sua alleanza
strategica con la Cina. In questo quadro, Luciana Borsatti guarda al ruolo
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dell’Europa e dell’Italia e torna a far parlare gli iraniani: un popolo colpito dalle
sanzioni più dure, ormai scettico e disincantato nei confronti dell’Occidente, ma che
può ancora contare sui suoi giovani istruiti e spesso cosmopoliti. E, cercando di dare
ascolto ai punti di vista di un’intera nazione, offre testimonianze importanti anche
su altri temi cruciali come i diritti umani, la forza delle donne o cosa significhi essere
giornalisti oggi in Iran.
In February 2018, anticipating the US withdrawal from the JCPOA, Iran’s
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei declared a policy of “preferring East over
West”, thus paving the way for deeper cooperation with Asian powers such as
China, Russia, and India. Differently from the “Look East” policy promoted during
the presidency of Ahmadinejad (2005-2013), the current Iranian strategy is not only
functional to escape the US-led isolation, but it rather seems devoted to the
consolidation of a block of power which can commit to security and economic
schemes in alternative to the Western-dominated ones.This ISPI report aims to
answer few crucial questions: Which are the major initiatives promoted within
Iran’s “Look East 2.0” strategy? To what extent will Tehran succeed in creating a
solid Eastern block? What will be the influence of the wider geopolitical context?
And finally, what role is left for the EU?
The House of the Mosque
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America's Prisoner
Contemporary Popular Culture in the Islamic Republic
The Garden of the Finzi-Continis
A Challenge
Come la freccia di Arash

Towards the end of her life, the French philosopher and mystic Simone
Weil (1909-43) was working on a tragedy, Venice Saved. Appearing here
in English for the first time, this play explores the realisation of Weil's
own thoughts on tragedy. A figure of affliction, a central theme in Weil's
religious metaphysics, the central character offers a unique insight into
Weil's broader philosophical interest in truth and justice, and provides a
fresh perspective on the wider conception of tragedy itself. The play
depicts the plot by a group of Spanish mercenaries to sack Venice in 1618
and how it fails when one conspirator, Jaffier, betrays them to the
Venetian authorities, because he feels compassion for the city's beauty.
The edition includes notes on the play by the translators as well as
introductory material on: the life of Weil; the genesis and purport of the
play; Weil and the tragic; the issues raised by translating Venice Saved.
With additional suggestions for further reading, the volume opens up an
area of interest and research: the literary Weil.
Iran, 1969. In the house of the mosque, the family of Aqa Jaan has lived
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for eight centuries. The house teems with life, played out under the
watchful eyes of the storks that nest on the minarets above. But this
family will experience upheaval unknown to previous generations. For in
Iran, political unrest is brewing. The shah is losing his hold on power; the
ayatollah incites rebellion from his exile in France; and one day the
ayatollah returns. The consequences will be felt in every corner of Aqa
Jaan's family.
Araki's career in full, from the portraits of the early 1960s to city scenes
and tender tributes to his wife Araki is known the world over for his
controversial erotic portraits of Japanese women, often bound using the
kinbaku (Japanese bondage) technique. A unique figure in contemporary
photography, he has always found creative inspiration in his daily
existence, without making any distinction between his personal life and
public and professional practice. The Araki Effect offers a broad overview
of his career: from the first series from 1963-65, Satchin and His Brother
Mabo, to Subway of Love, a large collection of images taken in the Tokyo
subway between 1963 and 1972, the year he also made Autumn in Tokyo,
which recounts the autumn he spent wandering through the city in the
twilight hours. These are followed by Sentimental Night in Kyoto, less
known than the famous Sentimental Journey, both tributes to his wife,
Yoko; Balcony of Love, Death Reality, Tokyo Diary from 2017, and one of
his latest collections, Araki's Paradise from 2019. Born in Tokyo in 1940,
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Nobuyoshi Araki worked at an advertising agency in the 1960s, where he
met his future wife, Yoko Araki, the subject of his now classic volume
Sentimental Journey. Araki's oeuvre spans erotic portraits of women, still
lifes, images of plants, scenes of everyday life and architectural
photography. He has published around 400 books, shown in many
international exhibitions and his work is part of important collections
worldwide. Araki lives and works in Tokyo.
L'Iran al tempo di Biden
Klee 1879-1940
Imperium
Europe and Islam
A Journey Through the End of the Soviet Empire
He makes you laugh, though you can never be quite sure why. He’s affable enough, of course,
but it’s not so much that. He is both a kind of halfwit and a genius, flippant and profound,
chaotic and yet possessed of a Zen-like calm. He’s easily distracted but tends to hound-dog
every thought until he has it by the throat. His conversation is labyrinthine but he is capable of
moments of blinding lucidity. The thing is, you can’t help but love him. He is Vincenzo
Malinconico, an underemployed lawyer whose wife has sort of left him (“he’s the kind of man
you marry not once but twice, and leave both times”), whose teenage children worry him to
death, and whose profession mostly consists in appearing as if he has one. In this sequel to I
Hadn’t Understood, a Neapolitan mafia boss has been kidnapped by a mild-mannered
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computer engineer who holds the camorrista responsible for the accidental death of his son.
The engineer plans to conduct an impromptu trial on live television during which he will list the
various crimes of the accused, sentencing him before a captivated national audience and
executing him accordingly. The standoff between law enforcement officers and the kidnapper
becomes a tragi-comic reality show. The only hope of a happy ending rests with Vincenzo
Malinconico, Neapolitan lawyer, poster-child for the proverbial mid-life crisis, and inveterate
flâneur. He hardly has a reputation for decisiveness, but now is called upon to play a decisive
role in resolving this drama in course with, hopefully, no loss of life, his own included.
2017 is a crucial year for Iran. In January, while the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) entered the second year of implementation, in Washington the Trump Administration
took office, with the promise to “renegotiate a disastrous deal”. In May, in Tehran, the
incumbent President Hassan Rouhani won re-election by a wide margin. This Report intends to
trace what lies ahead for Iran after the May 2017 Rouhani’s re-election. The analysis builds
upon the assumption that Iran does not act in a vacuum: the US, as well as the EU actions, will
inevitably help define the future trajectory of the country. A trajectory which is set domestically
also by the generational transition Tehran is going through. The inter-factional struggle
affecting Iran since the early years of the Revolution is now revived by what is actually at
stake: the very future of the Islamic Republic.
The Islamic Republic of Iran has entered its fourth decade, and the legacy of the Revolution it
was founded upon continue to have a profound consequence on Iranian life. This book draws
on the expertise of Iranian and international academics to address diverse areas of social and
cultural innovation that are driving change and progress.
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Experiences in Translation
Dizionario letterario Bompiani delle opere e dei personaggi di tutti i tempi e di tutte le
letterature ...: Opere: C-Z
Iran Looking East
Revolutionary Iran
Until We Are Free
The Greeks
Diario persianoIntersezioniStoria dell'Iran1890-2020Il Saggiatore
Bertolt Brecht's extraordinary historical novel presents an aspiring scholar's efforts to write
an idealized life of Julius Caesar twenty years after his death. But the historian abandons his
planned biography, confronted by a baffling range of contradictory views. Was Caesar an
opportunist, a permanently bankrupt businessman who became too big for the banks to
allow him to fail ‒ as his former banker claims? Did he stumble into power while trying to
make money, as suggested by the diary of his former slave? Across these different versions of
Caesar's career in the political and economic life of Rome, Brecht wryly contrasts the
narratives of imperial progress with the reality of grasping self-interest, in a sly allegory that
points to the Weimar Republic and perhaps even to our own times. Brecht reminds his
readers of the need for constant vigilance and critical suspicion towards the great figures of
the past. In an echo of his dramatic theories, the audience is confronted with its own task of
active interpretation rather than passive acceptance -- we have to work out our own views
about Mr Julius Caesar. This edition is translated by Charles Osborne and features an
introduction and editorial notes by Anthony Phelan and Tom Kuhn.
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Ryszard Kapuscinski's last book, The Soccer War -a revelation of the contemporary
experience of war -- prompted John le Carre to call the author "the conjurer extraordinary of
modern reportage." Now, in Imperium, Kapuscinski gives us a work of equal emotional force
and evocative power: a personal, brilliantly detailed exploration of the almost unfathomably
complex Soviet empire in our time. He begins with his own childhood memories of the
postwar Soviet occupation of Pinsk, in what was then Poland's eastern frontier ("something
dreadful and incomprehensible...in this world that I enter at seven years of age"), and takes
us up to 1967, when, as a journalist just starting out, he traveled across a snow-covered and
desolate Siberia, and through the Soviet Union's seven southern and Central Asian republics,
territories whose individual histories, cultures, and religions he found thriving even within
the "stiff, rigorous corset of Soviet power." Between 1989 and 1991, Kapuscinski made a
series of extended journeys through the disintegrating Soviet empire, and his account of
these forms the heart of the book. Bypassing official institutions and itineraries, he traversed
the Soviet territory alone, from the border of Poland to the site of the most infamous gulags
in far-eastern Siberia (where "nature pals it up with the executioner"), from above the Arctic
Circle to the edge of Afghanistan, visiting dozens of cities and towns and outposts, traveling
more than 40,000 miles, venturing into the individual lives of men, women, and children in
order to Understand the collapsing but still various larger life of the empire. Bringing the
book to a close is a collection of notes which, Kapuscinski writes, "arose in the margins of my
journeys" -- reflections on the state of the ex-USSR and on his experience of having watched
its fate unfold "on the screen of a television set...as well as on the screen of the country's
ordinary, daily reality, which surrounded me during my travels." It is this "schizophrenic
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perception in two different dimensions" that enabled Kapuscinski to discover and illuminate
the most telling features of a society in dire turmoil. Imperium is a remarkable work from one
of the most original and sharply perceptive interpreters of our world -- galvanizing narrative
deeply informed by Kapuscinski's limitless curiosity and his passion for truth, and suffused
with his vivid sense of the overwhelming importance of history as it is lived, and of our
constantly shifting places within it.
Mysteries from Forgotten Worlds
Turco-Russica
Cultural Revolution in Iran
Using Italian Vocabulary
L'Espresso
Women Without Men

This book provides an original and challenging answer to the
question: 'Who were the Classical Greeks?' Paul Cartledge 'one of the most theoretically alert, widely read and prolific of
contemporary ancient historians' (TLS) - here examines the
Greeks and their achievements in terms of their own selfimage, mainly as it was presented by the supposedly objective
historians: Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon. Many of our
modern concepts as we understand them were invented by the
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Greeks: for example, democracy, theatre, philosophy, and
history. Yet despite being our cultural ancestors in many ways,
their legacy remains rooted in myth and the mental and
material contexts of many of their achievements are deeply
alien to our own ways of thinking and acting. The Greeks aims
to explore in depth how the dominant group (adult, male,
citizen) attempted, with limited success, to define themselves
unambiguously in polar opposition to a whole series of 'Others'
- non-Greeks, women, non-citizens, slaves and gods. This new
edition contains an updated bibliography, a new chapter
entitled 'Entr'acte: Others in Images and Images of Others',
and a new afterword.
The first Muslim woman to receive the Nobel Peace Prize,
Shirin Ebadi has inspired millions around the globe through
her work as a human rights lawyer defending women and
children against a brutal regime in Iran. Now Ebadi tells her
story of courage and defiance in the face of a government out
to destroy her, her family, and her mission: to bring justice to
the people and the country she loves. For years the Islamic
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Republic tried to intimidate Ebadi, but after Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad rose to power in 2005, the censorship and
persecution intensified. The government wiretapped Ebadi’s
phones, bugged her law firm, sent spies to follow her, harassed
her colleagues, detained her daughter, and arrested her sister
on trumped-up charges. It shut down her lectures, fired up
mobs to attack her home, seized her offices, and nailed a death
threat to her front door. Despite finding herself living under
circumstances reminiscent of a spy novel, nothing could keep
Ebadi from speaking out and standing up for human dignity.
But it was not until she received a phone call from her
distraught husband—and he made a shocking confession that
would all but destroy her family—that she realized what the
intelligence apparatus was capable of to silence its critics. The
Iranian government would end up taking everything from
Shirin Ebadi—her marriage, friends, and colleagues, her home,
her legal career, even her Nobel Prize—but the one thing it
could never steal was her spirit to fight for justice and a better
future. This is the amazing, at times harrowing, simply
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astonishing story of a woman who would never give up, no
matter the risks. Just as her words and deeds have inspired a
nation, Until We Are Free will inspire you to find the courage to
stand up for your beliefs. Praise for Until We Are Free “Ebadi
recounts the cycle of sinister assaults she faced after she won
the Nobel Prize in 2003. Her new memoir, written as a novellike narrative, captures the precariousness of her situation and
her determination to ‘stand firm.’”—The Washington Post
“Powerful . . . Although [Ebadi’s] memoir underscores that a
slow change will have to come from within Iran, it is also proof
of the stunning effects of her nonviolent struggle on behalf of
those who bravely, and at a very high cost, keep pushing for the
most basic rights.”—The New York Times Book Review “Shirin
Ebadi is quite simply the most vital voice for freedom and
human rights in Iran.”—Reza Aslan, author of No god but God
and Zealot “Shirin Ebadi writes of exile hauntingly and speaks
of Iran, her homeland, as the poets do. Ebadi is unafraid of
addressing the personal as well as the political and does both
fiercely, with introspection and fire.”—Fatima Bhutto, author of
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The Shadow of the Crescent Moon “I would encourage all to
read Dr. Shirin Ebadi’s memoir and to understand how her
struggle for human rights continued after winning the Nobel
Peace Prize. It is also fascinating to see how she has been
affected positively and negatively by her Nobel Prize. This is a
must read for all.”—Desmond Tutu “A revealing portrait of the
state of political oppression in Iran . . . [Ebadi] is an inspiring
figure, and her suspenseful, evocative story is
unforgettable.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Ebadi’s
courage and strength of character are evident throughout this
engrossing text.”—Kirkus Reviews
An examination of the mistreatment of women in modern Iran
follows the stories of five women whose individual
circumstances lead them to the same garden for solace and
freedom
The Book of Disquiet
The Other Side
I Hadn't Understood
Il lungo viaggio della narrazione in Iran: forme e motivi dalle
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origini all’epoca contemporanea
Storia dell'Iran
An Alternative to the EU?
In this book Franco Cardini examines the ideas, prejudices, disinformation and anti-information
that have formed and coloured Europe's attitude towards Islam over 1500 years.
A prize-winning international classic, first published in English in 1993, now with a new
foreword by William Boyd.
One of the most popular and widely read books of the Middle Ages, "Physiologus "contains
allegories of beasts, stones, and trees both real and imaginary, infused by their anonymous author
with the spirit of Christian moral and mystical teaching.a Accompanied by an introduction that
explains the origins, history, and literary value of this curious text, this volume also reproduces
twenty woodcuts from the 1587 version. Originally composed in the fourth century in Greek, and
translated into dozens of versions through the centuries, "Physiologus "will delight readers with
its ancient tales of ant-lions, centaurs, and hedgehogsOCoand their allegorical significance. OC
An elegant little book . . . still diverting to look at today. . . . The woodcuts reproduced from the
1587 Rome edition are alone worth the price of the book.OCOOCoRaymond A. Sokolov, "New
York Times Book Review""
A History of the Islamic Republic
Diario persiano
contributi turchi e orientali alla letteratura russa
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1890-2020
My Fight for Human Rights in Iran
Philology and Performing Arts
L'Iran è uno dei paesi più affascinanti e complessi al mondo. Quale immagine riassume
meglio la sua storia contemporanea? Le proteste di fine Ottocento per la vendita della
concessione del tabacco a un cittadino inglese, che videro per la prima volta uniti il
clero, i mercanti e le donne dell'harem reale? O forse il volto severo dell'ayatollah
Khomeini di ritorno a Teheran dopo la rivoluzione del 1979 da cui ebbe origine la
Repubblica islamica? La fotografia dei negoziatori internazionali che nel 2015 a Vienna
annunciarono l'accordo sul nucleare che avrebbe dovuto portare alla rimozione delle
sanzioni contro l'Iran? O i funerali del generale Soleimani, ucciso da un drone
statunitense insieme a ogni tentativo di pacificazione tra i due paesi? Impossibile dirlo,
come impossibile è descrivere un tappeto a partire da un solo filo. Farian Sabahi ci
guida alla scoperta degli ultimi 130 anni di storia dell'Iran: da paese senza esercito né
sistema amministrativo, come era la Persia sotto la dinastia dei Cagiari, al lancio in
orbita da parte dei pasdaran del primo satellite fabbricato in Iran nell'aprile 2020; dal
commercio dei pistacchi e del caviale a quello del petrolio; dall'occupazione degli Alleati
durante la Seconda guerra mondiale al precario equilibrio di patti e coalizioni negli anni
della Guerra fredda; dal conflitto con l'Iraq di Saddam Hussein a quello con l'ISIS; fino
alla difficile gestione della pandemia di Covid-19 sotto l'embargo di Trump.
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Vincenzo Malinconico is a wildly unsuccessful lawyer who spends most of his time at
the office trying to look busy. His wife has left him. His teenage children worry him to
death. And he suffers from a chronic inability to control his sentence structure. When he
is asked to fill in as the public defender for alleged Mafioso Mimmo lo Burzone,
Malinconico seizes the opportunity to turn his life around. Without dwelling too long on
what it might mean to be employed by the mob, he rushes to re-learn the Italian
criminal code, all the while attempting to resist any further advances from his
employers. Malinconico’s life becomes a comical battle to finish what he has started
without falling further into the clutches of the mafia. I Hadn’t Understood is one of the
subtlest and most cunning accounts of the mafia’s influence on everyday life in recent
decades. And it is certainly the most entertaining. Written with a neurotic’s love of
detail and wry humor, I Hadn’t Understood is an engaging story of family, fatherhood,
and the perils of navigating the Italian legal system.
Goodnight, Mister Lenin
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